
Walker Bag 

• This pattern includes instructions to make one 

walker bag. The bags are helpful to carry small items 

such as remote controls, glasses, small books, keys, 

wallets, etc. 

• The pockets can either be finished with binding at the 

upper edge or “self-lined”. If a sturdy fabric is used for 

the pockets, the binding finish is sufficient. However, if a 

quilting cotton is used, the self-lined pockets are 

preferred for sturdiness. Both instructions are  

included here. 

• Seam allowances are ½” 

• Finished size ~ 10” W x 24 ½” L will fit nicely on a 

walker, allowing the walker to be folded without removing 

the bag 

 

Cut the following pieces from 2-3 coordinating fabrics: 

Main body: 2 pieces 11” x 25 ½” 

Pockets: 

 Self-lined: 4 pieces 11” x 8 ½” 

 Bound: 2 pieces 11” x 8” plus 2 binding pieces 2” x 11” 

Velcro: 6” long piece of ½” wide hook and loop tape (Velcro) 

 

Instructions: 

1) Self-lined pockets: Sew 2 pocket pieces RIGHT sides together on one long side.(this will 

be the top edge of the finished pocket). Press, turn. Topstich seam. Press. Repeat with 

other pocket piece.  

 

OR 

 

2) Bound pockets: Press ½” of binding under along long raw edge. Place the opposite (raw) 

edge (RIGHT side of fabric) along top edge of WRONG side of pocket piece. Stitch. 

Press the binding over the top of the pocket piece and topstitch along the previously 

turned under edge. Repeat with other pocket piece. 

3) Baste pocket edges to each end of 1 main body piece (do not sew along top, finished 

edge). (your project should look like picture 1 at this point: Self-lined pockets shown) 



Picture 1: Basting pockets to main body piece 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4) At this time, determine where pocket dividers will be placed (if any). It is suggested to 

leave one side as a single pocket and divide the other pocket to hold smaller items. 

Stitch the pocket division(s), reinforcing with a bar tack or backstitch at the top of the 

pocket. 

5) Place main body pieces right sides together sandwiching the pockets between them. 

Stitch, leaving a 6 inch opening on one side. Clip corners and turn right side out. 

Topstitch around the edges to close the hole. Press. 

6) Place one side of hook and loop tape 9” from the end of the finished piece (on the 

WRONG side of the finished piece) and the other piece 9” from the opposite end—

centered horizontally. (see picture 2) 

Picture 2: Placing velcro 

 
 

7) Sew on Velcro, sewing through all layers.  

8) Don’t forget to consider both female AND male recipients when choosing fabrics! 

 


